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'ABSTRACT

INSTITUTION. BUILDING TRHOUGH INTERNATIONAL FACULTY EXCHANGE

Mary H. Shann

Boston University

This paper seeks o describe and analm the expeilence of the school of
education of a rge, , urban, American university in providing development
assistance, thro collaborative faculty linkages to the largest university in
the Middle Eas, ar The assistance has taken three forms: (1)' short -term,
post-doctor41 f jl.owships at Boston University for two groups of 13 ofCairo
Vniversity fac4Ity in the areas of program planning, teaching methodology,
bucational tekhalogy, and eval at.ion; (21 long-term fellowships in degree

40
programs in eOpational leaders :for five faculty members-who will assume

t
major- roles i' !curricu m and faulty development upon their return to Cairo
University; a e(3) on- ite gin ante and collaboration at Cairo University by
Boston UnivOity facultf mbers in the areas of program 'design,
implementptiwoevaluatidn, a d :institutionalization of in- service faculty
develqpient 0 lirams.

, :'Site visits, _p rticipant observation, project documentation,
unobtrusive m ures, and re0 rts of critical indicences are used to evaluate
this faculty dvelopment pr gram which is part qf a larger institutional
development pra4ct. This p er provides an interim report on the project and
identifies the criditions an icipated to be necessary for long term impact.



'INSTITUTION BUILDING THROUGH INTERNATIONAL FACULTY EXCHANGE

'Mary H. Shaun

Boston University

Fundamental to the process of development is the increased ability ofa
society to .shape its physical, social, cultural and economic
environment. Countries must develop their abilities to introduce and
sustain chipges that lead to improvements in productivity and higher
standards of living'for large numbers of their population. Universities
are among those institutions of a society which can be engines for
deyelopmenehis is particularly so for mature universities which have
expanded operational roles in rhe planning, program development, Project
management,. and evaluation of sctivities directed to specific development,
goals. Of the less developedA3buntries which have achieved middleincoMe
levels,,,there is relatively less neqd for infrastructural support and
greater need for human resource and mariagement'development. And, rather,
than unilateral aid, the assistance they need. takea the form of
collaborative. relationships and institutional linkages. American.
universities Can play' a significant' and rewarding role in this mode of
development assistance, if they have the commitment nd resources to do
'so.

.

Ob ectives

This paper seeks to describe and analyze the experience of the school of
education of a large, urban, American University in providing development'
assistance through 'collaborative faculty linkages .-to the largest
university in the Middle' 'East. The objectives are three fold: to
describe-the context and process of program planning and implementation
of the faculty development project with attention to the resources and
commitments required; to provide an interim report on the successes and
shortcomings of the project for both universities; and to identify the
conditions anticipated to be necessary for long term impact.

Perspectives

Increasingly agencies supporting international development have turned
their attention from "hardware" to "software" World Bank, 1980, p.
82.) In the education sector, this ,means 'leraing programs which no
longer focus only on infrastructural needs, such as constructing school
buildings but also include support for admininstrative capacity tmilding,
teacher training, curriculum development, and the acquisition:production/
distribution of instructional materials. World Bank lending for
education and training over the past two decades typifies this shift, as
support for education projects rose over 100 fold from $9 million in 1963
to $900 million in 1982. (Psacharopoulos, 1983).



It has been'repeatedly,documented diat investmentin education is ona-aio--

the imoat'effeetive .means of contributing-' to -11' country's :develo

effort (e.g. Arriagida, 1983; Birdsall; 1982; -Heynemann, 'Jamison-,
&Montenegto, 1983;, Rizzuto & Wachtel, 1982) as measured by a broad range
of .indicators including life expectancy, nutritional 'status; literacy,

and adult earnings:; But higher education, the.t6p-Of the learning .

ladder, is often at the bottom of the list when Priorities for

educational spending are k considered (Psacharapoulos, 1982). Moredoyer,

the trend has been toward decline in support for higher educatidia

Bank, 1974). As, Psachatopoulos points out, he most common prescription

for. -economic develdPment is injections basic, and. especially

vocational, education: Indeed, it is fficult to rationalize.: -

expenditure on another university when a high pr ortion of the country's

population: is illiterate and a considerable number of university

graduates are/unemployed."

However the socioeconomic rationale for-reducing expenditure on higher
education in developing countries is contrary to, oore recent - analysis
supporting favorable rates of economic returns to'nonvocational higher

education (Psacharopoulos, 1980, 1982). The'real benefits may indeed be
greater if the role of the university, in responding to social needs for

national development is also taken into account (Soedjatpnoko, 1977).

Universities which have progressed to the *stage- of maturity as

characterized by Bowles (1977-) take on a role central to the support of
national development.

Context

Cairo University has 'become a major resource for national and regional..

111111111

ddvelopment in Egypt and throughout the Middle East. Its curriculum a
academic, policies in many cases provide the model for academic progr
at thenewer government universities in Egypt. Cairo University is keenl
aware of the'need for educational reform and its responsiblilty to exert
leadership in correcting. some of the problems which have resulted from
overenrollments, decline in academic standards, and the production of

graduates, without regard to the manpower needs of the country. Some
historical contekt is. Provided to describe the nature and extent of the

problems. '4.,.

.:,

;ta... 4
In DeCember,'198- Cairo University celebrated its 75thi=jub 4P-

'in 1908 as a =alit, private, liberal arts school, it = a publ

instittkion 'in 1925, incorporating existing medica a arts

facultile and. a new science. school, By the 1940's, it chOols
enroll, -4 .4aboth,-I0,000 students. The 1952 Revolution in Egypt brought, to

power ik group ?interested in promoting social mobility and nationism

through-'
14

ducation,.; Immediate and far-reaching reforms included ..new,

unified, ompulsati, ftee primary education for all. The Changes extended

to higher educatidn as well.' Other government universities followed the
establishment of CalioUniversity, with enrollments growing gradually at.

:first, and then s.at a rapid pace to accommodate de government's-new
.



policies for equalizing opportunities and opening higher education to

,talent outaide,'Of_the priviledged classes. By 1957, about one-third of
':those who finished secondary education went on to higher education; by
:1.967,'the.figure'rose to two - thirds. Today more than 160 institutions of
-higher learning admit

1
over 100,000 students, a year.

The popular, desire for social mobility through education has resulted in
considerable. sacrifice in academic standards and a chronic overabundance.
of degree holders. Increasingly, the graduates of more recentyears have
not'been prepared with skills in demand in the economy., From a manpower
standpoint, a disproportionate number studied liberal arts, commerce, and
law. While the government's avowed poliCy is to offer employment to all
graduates, the enormous bureaucracy .cannot these aspirants to

white'collar jobs in Productive, meaningful employment.. Even those
prepared . in scientific areas lacked practical knowledge at levels

required by industry.

The universities-now enroll about four or five times the capacities they
were designed to accommodate. Severe overcrowding. has served to

perpetuate certain aspects of their traditional education system rooted
in British and Islamic origins; the emphasis on rote learning and passing
examinations has continued to the detritent of original thought and

-analysik. In addition, the large numbers have limited the possibilities
for providing and supervising important experiences for students in

'laboratories, clinics and field. settings.

-the university admissions policies have also had a pervasive impact on'
the distribution. of talent across and within the system of higher
education in Egypt. To open the universities to talent rather than to
privilege, the Egyptian government instituted an examination system.
Those with the highest scores. choose the more prestigious facultied at
the more presti ous universities, with little regard for personal fit
prof al Mid. Generally medicine, science,.and engineering are the

to c o ces, 'and the rela e status of,the governmentfniversitiea makes
Cairo University a Ilea choice over the,, newer provisional institutions.

One undesired effect o the admission policy is to foster pursuits of
areas in which the students have little genuine career interest.

Cairo University. now enrolls over 130,000 students. While fL has
prepared many of the'ficulties and provided models of curriculum and
pr am development for the new government universities, it too has

suffered from the decline in academic standards resulting from severe
overcorwding throughout the university system.

This assessment is intended to provide a context for. understanding the
faculty: development project initiated `by Cairo University. The
'University attracts students and faculty who are among the best and the
brighteit, willing _to commit considerable talent to improving academic
poliCies and practices, but who are faced with systemic problems and
economic difficulties which weigh against the success of their efforts.
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The Protect

WOrld Bank/InternatiOnai Development Agency -funds were loaned for the
Cairo University-IDA Third Education Project to address the significant
need...for edUdational reform in higher education in Egypt. The project

has two parts. The first part focuseslen the construction, professional
staffing, and managementriif, a:; Health Science ResoUrCe Center at Cairo
University: Ten years in the making, the new physital facility is

intended- 'to be a resource primariI to the faculty of medicine and to
other 'health science scyools fOr the iMprovement Of instruction and

.

continuing education in the health professiona. .---1-The application of

educational media and technology to clarify. and. enhance instruction in
many health:sciener areas but-particularlyin laboratory, clinical, and

.-, surgical, practices Lg, the focus of: the Center. Training under this
portion 'of. the project has been directed by the. Boston"Univern(ty School
Of Medicine Media Service's Division.

The second part 'of the project is concerned \with faculty development
throughout all the faculties of Cairo University, including 'those in the
health 'sciences, but also the basic sciences, social sciences,

engineering; agriculture, and education It focuses less on building an
infrastructure and more on, the development of 'human.resources--faculty
deVelOpmentr'-to bring about the desired educational reforms. The concern
of this paper is the role of Boston University SchOol of Education as a
,c011abot%tor with Cairo University in faculty 'development for improved
program planning, teaching and evaluation within. '-selected

CairoUniVersity, 'and the benefits.to both institutions.

faculties of

The Boston University School of Education provides eltchnical assistance
to the administration sand selected faculties of Cairo 'University' for

41/P iallking- curritUlum, instruction and evaluation. The assistance,
offered in a collaborative colleagial mode, has taken three form *. (1),

0-short7tern,,`post-doctoral fellowships, at Boston Univeleity ! 1.- two ,oup

of 13 OF Cairo' University faculty in the areas of program planning,
teaching methodology, educational tecnnolOgy, and evaluation during

Summer, -1982 and Summer, 1983; (2) long-term fellowships in degree
programg in educational leadership for five faculty members who will
assume major roles in curriculum and faculty development 'upon their
return to Cairo University; and (3) on-site guidance and collaboration at
Cairo University by Boston University faculty members in the areas' of
program design, implementation, evaluation, and institutionalization of

in-service faculty development programs. Five site visits have been
made, and a sixth is planned for November, j984.

Evaluation Design

A two-group design"for 'impact assessment (Rossi and Freeman, 1982) is

being used to analyze the resources, conditions , and outcomes for each
of the two groups of Cairo University faculty members participating in
the summer fellowship:programs. Modifications of the time series-design
are also being employed to guage the longer-term impact of the project.

The evaluator subscrines to the value of comprehensive and eclectic
methods for determining. the impact of, the project.
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The following data are being collected to describe:and
.

analyze the

project from -a variety of. perspectives: (1) questionnaires and

interviews_ with participantNa_ 'regarding selection, '.motivation,

satisfaction with the project,:'unaerstanding of project goals,. .and'

progress toward attaining project goals; .(2).observations-of participant

training and.. project operat4on;', (3) interviews .with releyant,

administrators and ..others whos,e\interest and stypport might affect the
project; (4)documentation of critical incients/marking progress..of the
project; 'and (5) adthinistrative records and tither project doCumentation.

PROGRAM MONITORING

Logistical Support

Considerable effort hadrto be devoted to prior planning, and lessons from

the experience with, the process are reported here so that ey may be
helpful for other universities con 0 similar programs. The time

and expense required-for preparat the nonacademic aspects of the
fellowship training 'had been unde mated, Visas, medical insurance,
travel arrangements, housing, stipends, and individual preferences of 30
established professionals, Some traveling with families, had to be

addressed by an understaffed office. Suitable apartments with kitchen
facilities had' -to be secured because the group would be in residence in
Boston during the Ramadan; the usual dining services offered by Boston
University could not accommodate their needs.

Selection of Participants

Site visits to Cairo by Boston University faculty members during, the
first 18 months of the project were heavily devoted to interviewing large
numbers of applicants for the summer fellowship slots. Participants were

sought who: (a) were fluent in English and could benefit from an

intenstive short-term program of instruction in English; .(b) were

experienced and perceptive enough in teaching their disciplines to be
conversant with critical educational issues, yet junior enough to have

the promise of many years of their professional Aives ahead of them; and
(c) indiz;ated a commitment to working with their colleagues in solutions

. .

to their educational problems.

Each spring, in 1982 and 1983, a.poOl of finalists' was identified by this.
Boston University'faculty members after individual interviews with the
candidates. Participants were named from these lists by officials at
Cairo University who were concerned for the equitable distribution of

these awards across the faculties of the universities. Considerable

effort was made.to identify appropriate candidates; still, 'some mistakes

were made. It is possible that a' few participants. were not made

sufficientlyclear of the commitments which' program participation was.

supposed to mean. These individuals did not return to their positions at
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Cairo University upon completion of the fellowship. (Others decided
later to accept temporary assignments abroad.)

Orientation

The selection of applicants, .program planning .' and espdcially
administrative and logistical preparations for the summer fellowship
pr rams proved to be much .mOre time consuming and problematic than
ori inally. envisioned by faculty and administrators at either
ins itution. _Less time remained. during the site visits for reviewing
specific plans and curriculum materials intended for the subsequent
summer's program. Opportunities for the Boston University professors to-
visit typical classes at Cairo' University and discuss current evaluation
and grading pradtices were alsolimited in favor of careful selection of
candidates.

Program dedtriptions, curriculum outlines, and prior reading materials
were provided to the participants before they came b Boston. We also
requested that they complete an extensive questionnaire beforehand. The

questions were designed to promote prior analysis, orientation and
articulation of the educational problems which fellowship participants
were facing at Cairo University: For the sedond group, an orientation
was to have been given by the "Boston Veterans" who preceded them the
previous summer. Not all of these preparations were experienced by all
of the participants a'`s planned.

Curriculum for the Summer Fellowship Programs.

The 1982 summer fellowship program highlighted, program development and
the application of media and technology to instruction. During the first
phase of the curriculum, the fellows were introduced to the methods of
studying organizations, of assessing needs within organizations, and to
methods of problem solving within organizations. Concurrently, they were
-introduced to, educational technologies, to principles of design and
features of learning 'environments,-to the use of Methods and media for,
instruction, and to the planning and sequencing of instruction.

During the second phase of the/program theemphasis was on using problem-
solving strategies For d4signing new curricula and media. Methods of
evaluating the effectiveness of a program and of assessing student
performance within'a program, were integrated with curricula :design, and
media selection and use. The fellows began, work on final projects which
were directed toward specific probidms_in their respective faculties at
Cairo UniVersity. Each project -involved components of program
deVelopment using appropriate technology. At the end of the program,
fellows presented their completed projects- to. their colleagues,
'instructors., and others involved in the planning, technical' assistance
and administration of the overall program.

FT

The curriculum for the summer, 1983 program had a different look. As a.
result of evaluations and Specific requests frod new,participants and
from the project director-at Cairo University, the program planning and °\\

4



technology components. of the previous summer's program were abbreviated
to enable more substantial attention to two other components: university
teaching methodology and evaluation techniques.

The 19837. program =had two phases. In_ the first phase, an'Vbreviated
version of the previous summer's curriculum was taught. Our_intention
was to integiate the four- components more fully, but fulltime
contributions from four prOfessors could, not be-supported by the budget,
and other commitments made, by the Boston University professors variously
required travel away from the area.) The second phase highlighted models
and skills of teaching 'at the college level, and methods of evaluation
for curriculum, teaching, and learning.

Satisfaction with .the Summer Programs

At this point -in the project it is possible to report on the satisfaction
of participants with their summer training programs and their positive
assessments of the value of the experience for helping them to effect
changes_at Cairo University. However, the curriculum for the summer,

.0_983 program, while it offered a wider range of subject matter,,, and

,skills, proved to be less satisfying than that of the previous summer.
I

In both years, the fellows arrived with a diverse and mixed agenda. Many
stated that they wanted to learn the application of new media and
technology to .education. Some came specifically to learn about
curriculum planning and developTent; some to use kOgram planning as a
means of 'faculty development within their department's and faculties.
few came with the specific agenda of studying what Boston Universi.
faculty members were doing in such fields as microbiology; electrica
engineering, and veterinary medicine. Almost all said that. they were
seeking new teaching methods and new ways of evaluating etudent
performance. . These diverse aims and interests while, potentially
Ariching and expanding of the overall experience,, added Ito the
difficulties of conceptualizing and delivering a program highly
satisfying to all.

Each of the four Boston University professors expressed the desire for
more instructional time with the Cairo University faculty memberP.
Moreover, the diversity of the program's offeringe:did not appeal to all
of the fellows. Many found various elements to be of limited interest or
projected use to them. There was no pattern to their preference. A
similar number found the'educational technology segment as interesting as
-didn't; the same responses applied to sections on teaching methodologies
and program development. The evaluation section was ahappy exception;
the fellows uniformly expresSed high intereetandneedtfor what they
learned in evaluation.

4
The Boston University faculty involved fn teaching the progfams uniformly
noted the difficulties they encountered in working with-a-mix of junior
and senior faculty who were eventually selected. In their opinion,

n



during the second summer rsession, the senior participants impeded the
contributions of the junior persons. pn the other hand,, one of the
senior persons from :Cairo AJniversity; unaware of. that assessment,
expressed the view that the fellowships should not have been "wasted" on
junior-faculty who in his opinion were categorical4 not in positions to
influence change. And contrary to the recollection of the Boston
University faculty, there was slightly greater varigbility in the
academic .ranks of the first summer group. The real object of their
commentary was more likely an elusive, group cohesion which materialiZed
for the first group but not for ttg second group.

Indeed, criticisms were voiced, but they should be placed in
perspective. Despite diverse expectations from very .demanding and
accomplished professidnals, the curricula for both summers' programs were
seen to have accomplished most of their goals. In response to
questionnaires for program evaluation, a majority of the fellows
indicated that they had found the curriculum materials interesting and
relevant to their work, and that, their views on the possibilities and
approaches to change at Cairo University were significantly enhanced.

Role of "Cultural Interpreter"

In the view of all those who have been familiar with the project, a

highly significant contribution has been made by a senior profe'ssor who
is able to understand,. and be understood in, both tdltures.. Born and
raised in Egypt, schooled in Cairo and the United States he has spent 25
years of his !professional life at Boston University. His familiarity
with\the social, economic, and cultural context of project participants
and their respective institutions has been extremely helpful for
promoting mutual understanding. The benefits of his insights have been
noted in negotiating the agreement for the project; in designing a

program responsive to the wishes of hour 'Egyptian colleagues, and in
capitalizing on the resources which both universities have to offer.

The personal skills of this senior advisor were especially noted in his
contributions to, the first summer program when he participated inmost
sessions and spent considerable time with the fellowship participants
outside of formal classes. He was not able to contribute to the -lame
extent to the summer 1983 program. The failure of the latter program to
achieve the same heights of learning and good will as the summer 1982
program had been ascribed to the difficult diversity of age, rank, and
interest supposedly represented in the 1983 group. More likely the
difference can be ascribed to the cooperativeness, good humor, and
eagerness to enjoy each other's company which our cultural interpreter
promoted with skill and aploM13.in the summer 1982 program.



:PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Application of New-Methods and Implementation of Proposed Projects

A member of the Boston University team made a site visit in .January, 1984
to investigate what progress,, had been Made toward instituting the 'changes
deemed' necessary by the. program' participants and the leaders of Cairo
University. An extensive interview'schedule was developed and individual
meetings were arranged over a.periOd of eighteen'days.with each of the
summer fellowship participants who. was then in Cairo. (Seven of the 26
fellows imre abroad for brief or lohg7terM commitments.) At the request
of several of-these faculty.members, additional meetings were arranged
with some of their colleagues and/or deans to discuss what might be done
to accomplish the desired educational reforms. In addition, several
large group meetings were scheduled by project leaders and senior
officials at Cairo University.

t,.

The interview schedule for fellowship participants inquired about changes
in teaching practices and the.application of -technology to
instruction, efforts 'at curriculum development, as. well-as changes which
they May' have been attempting in evaluation policies and practices.
Respondents' perception of factors influencing their attempts-at change.
were also addressed.: The interview' schedule was not followed with
question-to-answei rigidity .because several of the faculty .members had
their. awn agendas and concerns; some had even brought curriculum
materials, tests, courseevaluation forms, and other documents they
Wanted to discuss. Moreover, the interview topics in practice were
interrelated. The schedule was used as a guide to review areas of
concern which may have been missed.

All of the respondents were able to describe changes. in educational
'practices which they were attempting in their own classes, and mast
indicated that the fellowship experience played an important role in

motivating their efforts,at change. Some of the changes they attempted
were very ambitious, with the potential of affecting entire departments
or faculties. - Examples of .new . educational practices are grouped below
under' the headings of teaching methodolagy)\ curriculum developmentl and
evaluatior Several exampleg of the application of educational
techndlogy were also given but each these are covered under one of the

o

other three headings.

A. Teaching Methodology

Efforts at implementing new teaching ;strategies tended to be limited to
individual's own practices. .Among:the responses reported were:,

--incorporatingsiidesinto lectUres to illustrate specimens and_
techniques more clearly to the students (who often have limited
access to text-books or othetillustratiVeffmaterials);

--modeling one's teaching after spes,ifft practices they admired
ih
the Boston University professors;

--waiting after. questioning students, t,D promote more thinking;

12



,--;chinging,pace;
-r-7preparing and distributing outlines ofa lectureand

references to students so they could follow alacitUre more
closet'';. .

- -leading' a discussion acCordIng to'princitfed and practices

*it
learned in Boston

- -using.praise'ta promote more student response in whatare
.typically'very passive classes for students.

Two Ca.exo University professors were attempting, to influence changes in
teaching praCtices on a wider scale. One member of the Faculty of

Medicine \had begun to provide microteaching sessions for her junior

assistants. Another member of the FaCulty,bf Dentistry was designing a
continuing education program for army dentists,to be.implemented during
the summer :months; the program 41ould incorporate many of the design
features and to strategies. he experienced in..;Boston.

e

B. Curriculum: ,,,""

Reports of efforts at curriculum nhanges ranged. from development of

individual 'units within courses to tie review of entire programs. of
.professional preparation. Almost all of the efforts involved

collaboration on the part of the BOston. University fellowshi0
Participants. with other. colleagues who had not been part of the Boston

programs. The following. examples are meant to illustrate the .range!,...of
attempts at curriculUm development and change:

-7A memberof the Faculty.gf Agriculture is leading a group of
his' colleagues in afforts to develop more fully, the core

,courses of the five year -program, beginning with the first
year'offerings,.Using a mastery learning apporac14 For each.

-,. course a package would- be ,developed which inCludes a syllabus;
ob3ectives for eAch unit; 'suggested, activities to simulate

field visits;' visual aids to instruction; .;practice exercises;
and sample' examination questions.

,c"-A member of thelaculty of Engineering i s working incorporating

mastery learning and unit01 ing m- -hods' for a course he is

co-teaChing in biothedical en Several other

fellowship\:participants also di played similar efforts. to

revising.. ,courses or parts of urse they are presently
responsible for teaching with departme olleagues.

--Another merdbarpf;ehe Faculty of Engineering related how the
program planning and analysis technives he,learncd in Bqston
encouraged hialto review the problemthat'new graduates are

crunprepare:tomeet some of the demands of indusfry. In

particularhe.noted that skills -in feasibility analysis were
important e.-engineering consultants. He is introducing .A

unit on the topic in one of thefourth-year courses. 2 i'
.7.-Three fellowship participants from different profeasional

(agriCultuie,:.engineering, and' psychology) joined ip
planning-and delivering n-service trainingsfor employees of a
.PUblic'Informationf,Center who give health and nutrition

)

1 3



,

classes_ to citizens. (However, Since the iiinistry of

Infotmatioh was fund further Aevelopment 'of the
program, the faculty memberk.discontinued these efforts.)
felloWship participant from the FacultyofNedicine

translated,a .portion of the .medical education curriculum for
nursing students from English. into Arabic and reviled'

curriculum in light of'tbe the results of a pretest showing
gaps in prior knowledge. She' claimed that the experience,,-in'

the fellowship program Was a major factor in addressing the
problem-as sheAia.

= -A member of the Faculty of Pliarmacy reported that after last
summer's workshop she tried to change an area of the
curriculum in response to criticisms from industry regarding
the level of skill's of graduates. Her efforts., with . a
colleague resulted in a new coupe which was 'tried and well
received by students during the:fall semester.

C. Evaluation

The portion of the summer fellowship program devoted to examination "of
issues and techniques for student, faculty, affd program evaluation was
very well received 'by the Caird University fegowship participants. All

of the fellows had expressed the need co improve evaluation practices in
their faculties at Cairo University. Furthermore, all of the'felloWship
.participants reported that they found, the ideas and experiences from the
sumter workshop on evaluation practices very appealing and useful. A few
junior professors in .certain departments indicated that only Chairman or
senior ,Professors .wrote final exams. In the few cases where the

fellowship participant felt he/she had no opportunity to evaluate
properly what he/she had Caught, the individual made no effort to change.

Regarding:. the application of new evaluation, practices, some said that
theY.intend to try the'ideas, but it was "too early to tell." Many more .

cited specific practices they were already trying:
-- developing checklists and rating scales for appraisals of

clinical performance rather than using global evaluations
-7usingmore trequent.evaluations in order to give students

feedback on hOw'well they are doing in a course
-- preparing examination questiona'with the course objeCtives and

. not siMpay:the content mind;
"-indiCating.to stpdents'thetime they should allocate to each
question on an essay examination;

objective test itenie'to,evaluate.stUdent performance -(in
a dePartment which had historicallYused Only formal essay
examinations).

All of the curriculum development efforts reportedearlicr included plans
fcir developing test items. ' and clinical' assessments as 'part of the
packages. Two of thd -fellowshipc participants had attempted course
evaluations as Well, both using queStionnaires-administered to students.
The results were mixed. Qne reported that survey was the fit-sit
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experience of its kindor the students. "They were astonished." The

i r participant reported gaining inf9rmation from the students which
she, ound' "extremely useful" for'improving her course in oral surgery. .

;While students praised her for stimulating their Contr,ibutiona.to-class

discdssion, they noted that the pace of instruction on certain units. was
too rApid. The questionnaire also'documented the, students' need for more

.educational media, laboratory, .and: clinical experience to be ahle to

understand certain skil'Th. and. procedures. "I can't image the surgical

procedure only froM An oral-description. This, doCumentation made a,

compelling case for greater access to media services in her Faculty of
'Oral and Dental, Medicine, and prompted her colleagues to examine the

course sequence with the view Coward organizing, the content differently.

Factors Promoting Change

For all of the' topics discussed in the interviews with fellowship

participants, individuals were asked to identify factors or circumstances
which:mayhave promoted or impeded the success of their efforts. While

each respondent had a unique set of experiences and situations to relate,

there .were several factors which emerged. from the interviews--across

'individuals and across topics--that seem to be.important for bringing
abodt the desired educational reforms. The following factors appeared to

accompany efforts at changes whose impact could be felt beyond the

individual's own classesi
--the individual's ability and motivation to initiate changes;

--a supportive department chairperson;
--a'supportive dean;
--access to colleagues from the Boston University program and/or

another faculty development program with whom they could
discuss their,plans, projects, and progress;
-some control over developing courses and preparing examinations

Not surprisingly, those fellowship participants who attempted, to bring

about changes in .their own courses were more. successful, sooner, than

those who attempted to institute changes which involved whole departments

or faculties. It is also important to note that those who attempted 'to
develop, curriculum mgre fully within the framework already approved for

their faculties were able to act.v.on their plans more readily.

For the government universities in Egypt, .laws are enacted which

establish the general curriculum .of the faculty of a university.
Faculties are expected to review'their bylaws every five to seven years.'

The process of changing the content and emphases within the curriculum- is

slow and exacting. The Suprethe Council of Universities which is their

general governing board first discusses the recommendations for change,

then sends the suggestiona to-a sector committee.

The sector committee is composed of deans from- faculties of the same.

disclplines at all of the government universities;' presidents of the

relevant universities, heads of'the national-organizations which are the

professional associations for ;the disciplines._ covered-.by the faculty;



representatives from the aimed Ioyces ifithe.graduate professiorials might
be employed by the military; and/-retired'protessors.

The sector committee is obliged to report its recommendations to tie

Supreme Council. Finally the Chamber of, Deputies paraphrases the

recommendations in legal terms, and they. are enacted- into.law. Thus any

efforts at change which alter the ,curriculum componente7and relative
emphaseS in a substantial way must be subject to this review process.
Fellowship participants in the faculties of pharmacy:and ehgineering were
considering some "macro" levelChanges. because.the review proess
described jbove was being, enacted for their faculties.:,

Institutionalization:of Faculty.DeVelopmedt and Educational Reform

Among the .faculty. of Cairo University,.there appears to be.a ground, swell.`

of recognition of the need for educational reforms. Fellowship..

participants. reported that they and their university colleagues are

keenly aware that-the manpower needs, of the country are not being met;
that there is an overabundance of university degree holders with

unmarketable or inadequate skills. Many of the faculty participants
would prefer to see more seleCtiVe admissions policies for the

universities, with more young people encouraged to pursue technical

training for the skilled trades. However, even if professional

preparation at the university level were limited to smaller numbers, the
faculty participants would remain dissatisfied with present programs.
They are critical of the limited attention to instruction and evaluation
of leboratory,'-clinical, eglalytiCal, and prOblem solving skills go

. important to the `performance of graduates in the health services,

industry, and.other:employthent sectors.

There. is less 'COncensus on the prospects for success in instituting
educational' refOrma throughout Cairo UniVersity. All of the felloWship

participants were able to illustrate efforts -to upgrade educational
practices in their own courses. However, they were less enthusiastic
about the likelihood ,of ..long -term continuation and expansion of efforts
at reform. Views 'differ with respect to how much change to attempt, how

soon, and what resources are essential. But many of the issues. which

they see as critical to implementing and institutionalizing educational

reforms are concernes shared, among the faculty and by administrators as
well. These' are discusseq.below.

A. Incentives. Theree complete unanimity among the participants'
that scientific research TAlications determine the award of prOmotion.
While some were more'knoWledgeable about the specific procedures used in

"reviewing a candidate, .,a14 felt that efforts at edlarpaal refort have
counted for ittle or nO benefit toward promotion7Vtn dfttOsiing the.

incentive .strictorefor;promOtion; all of .the fellowship participants
expressed.unprompte4: appreCiation of President Hamdy's letters to their

deans stating tha. credit' toward. promotion should be accorded to

fellowship participants 5hTlio :strive. to achieve 'educational reforms for

Cairo UniVersity. However, several; aommented that many other minds need

to be changed.



A. .. '

...

B Infrastructure. A Higher, Education Training Institute wa
created ten years ago at Cairo University. Its purpose is to provide
Tre7i*Ovice programs in university teachings curriculum development and
e410ition to new graduates, of Ph.D. programs-7before they assume
appointments to 'teaching .roles -at Cairo .University. The Institute, has
received formal recognition by the Supreme Council of Universities, and
the preservice requirement for new appointees carries the force of law.
However, the -potential of the Institute has not been achieved., Plans to
Corxect dnderstifiing and inadeqUate facilities are being' addressed by
leaders -at Cairo Uhivereity in the\context of the fellowship programs for

:faculty developMent. New curriOula more closely aligned with the
;gducationalproblems andpossible solutiona at, Cairo University are being,
.::P%anned.- ColOnpi:ng education and professional 'updates are being also
Conside-fed as'''14a for the Institute; the sessions will involvek:the,,

.1t.,-
, collaboratinnatl ans'and junior and senior faculty in related fields to

,--,..
work on curriculu ' development and other educational concerns. : It is

, ,

important to noteldslowever, that while these lans build upon an existing
attpucture,4yontinathg'leadership and faculty commitment will be required
Wreailier he plan:

1.
.,'0%''Aeadrship. The Cairo University -IDA Third Education Project has ..

4F ecef,0 'fRuestantial attention and support at the. highest levels of
44iiniatr4tion in Caiihio University. However, until recently, operational
leadership for both portions of the. Project .have been the responsibility
f one qtartment chairman in the Faculty Of Medicine, a man whose other
eactlid4}*linical, research, and administrative responsibilities were

4:131W,:ciblnaiderabl and 'whose professional stature has prompted
tsto international commissions. While he will .retain
11for overseeing the Health Science kesource Center and its
'?`td!; ,e.ducation in the health faculties, he has been joined in

t ministration by.a former dean and internationally noted
his new position as vice president for/research and

'"former dead is offering top leadership and the prestige
. (.1,-/fb the coordination of planning forledncational reforms.

'7 . ,-. :atldit n, two of the long-term fellows, holders of Ph.D.'s who are
' v , ,

)4 ',... ,.4omp, e ng.graduate degrees in educational leadership, will be returning
. 41.to Cairo University. 'They will be able to assist the senior leaders by

. -..v.

..(3 rdinatinge the operation of these plans through the Higher. Education
-:Tr fining Institute. The efforts- Of these- more junior, associate
-Atrofessorp,are likely to be,snccessful only with the continuing direction
and support of the senior officials.

.

.
.

,.
.

_ D. Financial. Commitment. Budgeting for various hardware, software,
and 'media services, remains the concern of many of the 'fellowship
participants who are skeptical that they will have access to the
resources they.'fell they. need to institute the :desired changes.
Moreover, it remains,to be seen whether a suitable space will be found
for the Higher Education Training Institute where' the classrooms are
adequate and the the equipment procurredSfor it can be installed andused
as intended. Thp question of financial resources has also been an issue



for the Boston Univerity collaborators or the project. Increases in
stipends and tuition payments from fixed project funds along with the
attention to selection of candidates on early site visits have diminished
the opportunities for, collaborative planning and indiVidualized
assistance; more site ,visits than remaining project funds will allow
were- intended so that the Boston University faculty could become more
directly involved in the implementation of projects planned during the
fellowship programs. Nonetheless, strenuous efforts are being made to
extend available resources to accomplish the goals of the project' and
institutionalize the processes of eduCational reform.

.
s. -

Effects on the American Collaborators

Most of,the foregoing discussion reflects on the impact- of.the project on
the participants and educational practices Cairo University. However,
the experience has had notable effects on `the American collaborators,as
well. Boston /University faculty members who ' accepted teaching,
consultAng, and/or administrative Aglesin the project were interviewed
regardidg _the impact of that Aliticipation.on, their personal andprOfesional deVelopment, on the courses they, teach, and on other aspects
oftheir professional, lives.

All of the B.U. professors said that their experieA has promoted
-Insights and understanding's on many levels-7philosophi 1, personal, and
professional. Some' spoke of gaining insights about he universality
versus cultural- boundedness of knowledge and technology. t Others noted a
greater sensitivity to cultural 4differences but at the same time an
increased awareness of heterogeneity.within culture.. All-of the American
participants praised the very high.intelpctual and moral calibre of the
Cairo University fellowship participants. fact, some of the Boston
University faculty members established strong personal friendships with
,Egyptian colleagues.

,A11 of -the B.U. participants noted a much deeper understanding Of some of
the social and economic problems facing ,a,'developing country and the
intractibility of those problems: For one, this has translated into a
resurgent interest in international development through education,
particularly in the third worTd. -7,Another part of the map has become
clearer."

While the 'B.U. professors:claimed that their experience with the Cairo
University project had benefited them personnally and professionally in
intangible ways, they could be much more 'specific about the influence of
the project, on their, teaching,. One developed a case study of an
educational institution for his current issues7course based on an.amalgam
of issues which he discussed with the Cairo University faculty members.
The' others cited how they integrated .materials and examples drawn from
the Cairo University fellowship. project into their regular course
aisignments.



All of the BoSton University participants claimed the experience has
given them increased sensitivity to the special needs and differing
cultural perceptions of international ,students in general, who are
becoming a larger segment of the student populations, in their regular
Courses at the 'university. One explained that now he tries p) give
examples of the application of theories or rules'which have been 'drawn
from other cultures, both to make his teaching more meaningful to foreign
students and,tol heighten his American students' sensitivity to their own
realms of experience. He noted that teaching a different population
forced him to take a second look at his instructional materials and make
some substantial chang s. "It's easy to be wedded, to these from one

e\c
semester to the next,,bu not when you have to teach a very accomplished,
challenging group of professors fro another culture."

When2sked if the impact of the experience. with the Cairo University
project could have been gained from teaching international,(students7 in
regularly scheduled courses at home, one of the Boston University
professors qufaly replied: ."No, it was working exclusively with the
international scholars which heightened my appreciatin all -these
issues. With only four or six international peof-' 6,_ of twenty
or more AmeriCans, you tend not to respoud to the Background of the
7-ItP;7r1LI,_ students but to the culture in which they are now sitting.
But when ali of your students are' international, you can't, help but think
about whether what you are-teaching applies, in other cultures':"

Significance

The foregoing provides an interim report o the Ciro 'UnIversityBoston
University Faculty Development Project. T e bas c dilemma facing the
faculty exchange project has been inadequa e financing. This has been
noted by'Burn (1980) as

g
"by far the Most p essing", problem for faculty

. ,exchanges'in general. However, despite e .strain on resources, the .'
impact of this faculty exhange program has been, substantial, where the
individuals' assessments of personal impact are concerned.

It is inconceivable that the United States can provide continued
international leadership if its people, especially educational leaders
are undereducated in international affairs. The growing interdependence
of nations makes individuals with interdisciplinary, international
perspectives more valued contribut'brs to the cause of expanding the
international' dimensions of learning at all levels of the nation's
educational system. As Kerr (1980) persuasively argues, "the cause for
internationalization of American education is not difficult to make."
Increasing, the.economic, political, and social interests of our country
are affected by circumstances and events aborad. Only smaller problems
remain national or regional in scope.'

The logistical difficulties,,for group international faculty exchange are
substantial? however the need is compelling, and the intangible returns
to investments in terms of individuals' professional growth and personal
development can be profound. Most recent data suggest that some tangible
benefits in educational .reforms at the departmental, faculty, and
university level are begining to emerge as well

fl
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